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ABSTRACT: Molecular sieves are crystalline three-dimensional
frameworks with well-defined channels and cavities. They have been
widely used in industry for many applications such as gas separation/
purification, ion exchange, and catalysis. Obviously, understanding
the formation mechanisms is fundamentally important. High-
resolution solid-state NMR spectroscopy is a powerful method for
the study of molecular sieves. However, due to technical challenges,
the vast majority of the high-resolution solid-state NMR studies on
molecular sieve crystallization are ex situ. In the present work, using
a new commercially available NMR rotor that can withhold high
pressure and high temperature, we examined the formation of
molecular sieve AlPO4-11 under dry gel conversion conditions by in
situ multinuclear (1H, 27Al, 31P, and 13C) magic-angle spinning
(MAS) solid-state NMR. In situ high-resolution NMR spectra obtained as a function of heating time provide much insights
underlying the crystallization mechanism of AlPO4-11. Specifically, in situ 27Al and 31P MAS NMR along with 1H → 31P cross-
polarization (CP) MAS NMR were used to monitor the evolution of the local environments of framework Al and P, in situ 1H →
13C CP MAS NMR to follow the behavior of the organic structure directing agent, and in situ 1H MAS NMR to unveil the effect of
water content on crystallization kinetics. The in situ MAS NMR results lead to a better understanding of the formation of AlPO4-11.
KEYWORDS: molecular sieves, AlPO4-11, in situ multinuclear NMR spectroscopy, crystallization

■ INTRODUCTION
Molecular sieves such as zeolites and zeotype materials have
periodic three-dimensional (3D) frameworks and well-defined
pore structures. They have attracted much attention over the
last several decades due to their versatile and intensive
industrial applications in catalysis, ion exchange, gas storage,
and chemical separations.1−3 Typically, zeolites are referred to
as a class of crystalline aluminosilicates constructed from
silicate and aluminate tetrahedra.4 In 1982, Wilson et al.
discovered a type of zeolite-like molecular sieves, namely,
aluminophosphates5 as the first family of framework oxide
molecular sieves without silica. Aluminophosphates (AlPO4s)
are highly crystalline microporous materials with pore
diameters less than 2 nm. AlPO4-based materials have an
overall neutral framework due to their alternating AlO2− and
PO2+ units.

6,7 One of the features of aluminophosphates is
their ability to incorporate Si and other elements into the
framework, creating a range of catalytically active sites.8−10

Molecular sieves are normally prepared under hydrothermal
synthesis (HTS) conditions.11−15 A better understanding of
their formation mechanisms at a molecular level is crucial to
designing new and engineering existing materials for targeted
industrial applications. However, the formation mechanisms of
zeolites and AlPO4-based materials have long presented a

challenge to researchers, owing to the fact that many chemical
and physical processes occur in a heterogeneous medium
involving gas, solution, and solid phases simultaneously.16

Microporous materials including AlPO4s are generally
synthesized by transforming a hydrogel into a crystalline
molecular sieve under HTS conditions. The extremely complex
nature of crystallization involving numerous interrelated
chemical reactions, equilibria, crystal nucleation, and growth
processes in a heterogeneous medium within a closed reaction
vessel limits one’s ability to investigate the crystallization of
molecular sieves under the HTS conditions.16,17 This is
particularly true for in situ studies as HTS is carried out in an
autoclave, which makes directly monitoring the crystallization
at elevated temperature and pressure difficult.
Over the years, several approaches have been developed to

simplify the reaction systems, and examples include solvent-
free synthesis and dry gel conversion (DGC).18−28 In DGC,
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the starting dry gel often contains amorphous and/or semi-
crystalline materials with desired framework elements and
structure directing agent (SDA) that is physically separated
from a small amount of water in an autoclave. The formation
pathways of molecular sieves under DGC conditions are
believed to be fundamentally similar to those under the HTS
conditions as the dry gel powder usually contains 20−40%
water by weight.4,11,27,29 Many studies have shown that DGC is
a good alternative method for evaluating crystallization as all
the reactive species are now confined in the apparent solid
phases, therefore simplifying the reaction systems. A small
amount of water is physically separated from the dry gel,
preventing the situation where the reactive species in the
solution are in direct contact with solid gel from occurring.
Furthermore, the small quantity of water from vapor and
occluded in the gel is not enough to dissolve solids. Thus, the
crystallization under DGC conditions is likely not due to gel
dissolution. The lack of bulk water can effectively slow down
the reactions by preventing a liquid phase and therefore
limiting mass transport, facilitating the capture of intermedi-
ates.30,31

Due to the experimental challenges mentioned earlier, the
vast majority of the studies reported in the literature were
carried out by ex situ methods. One challenge is the
identification and subsequent characterization of the true
intermediates. Normally, in an ex situ study, the intermediates
or precursors to the final crystalline microporous materials are
captured by stopping crystallization followed by isolation of
solids from the liquid phase. However, rapid quenching
reactions may alter reactions and equilibria, leading to the
species that may not have been otherwise relevant to the
crystallization. On the other hand, some work in the literature
reported that certain species that were observed by in situ
measurements could not be seen in the quenched solids.32−34

Furthermore, intermediates/precursors often involve coopera-
tive weak interactions, and the post-synthetic treatments such
as washing can alter their true structures, presenting
uncertainty on if the solid species examined are the true
intermediates. In recent years, many in situ approaches have
been developed to provide unambiguous information on
crystallization mechanisms. Various in situ techniques used
for the study of molecular sieve crystallization include in situ
time-resolved synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction,35,36 in situ
energy and angle-dispersive X-ray diffraction,37,38 small- and
wide-angle X-ray scattering,39,40 in situ Raman41,42 and in situ
infrared spectroscopy,43 in situ transmission electron micros-
copy,44,45 and in situ atomic force microscopy.32,46

Solid-state NMR spectroscopy is a powerful technique for
the characterization of molecular sieves.47 It provides nuclide-
specific information that is complementary to that obtained
from X-ray diffraction-based methods as it probes short-range

ordering in both crystalline and amorphous materials.
Therefore, NMR spectroscopy is particularly suitable for
investigating the formation of molecular sieves. However,
compared with ex situ work, in situ NMR studies of molecular
sieve crystallization have been rare due to many technical
challenges such as leaking the fluid phase inside the NMR
sample container, lack of mechanical resistance against
pressure and temperature, harsh chemical environments, and
high rotational speed instability. Despite these problems, much
efforts have been made on developing in situ NMR methods
for crystallization.48−54 Several in situ studies (especially the
early ones) were conducted using NMR cells that could only
withstand moderate temperatures and pressures and operated
only under static conditions.55−61 To directly monitor the
evolution of solid phases during crystallization in situ, various
devices/rotors have been designed and utilized for conducting
in situ crystallization under magic-angle spinning (MAS)
conditions.62−66 Recently, several NMR rotors that can
withstand high temperature and high pressure (HTHP) have
been designed for standard MAS probes.67−70 These rotors
essentially act as small autoclaves in which crystallization can
take place. The rotors can be spun under MAS conditions,
allowing high-resolution NMR spectra of a particular nucleus
of interest in gaseous, liquid, and solids to be acquired
simultaneously in real time. Several zeolitic materials such as
AlPO4-5, VPI-5, AlPO4-8, zeolites mordenite, beta, and zeolites
with LTA and FAU topologies have been exam-
ined.17,34,47,68−78

In this work, we present our study of the formation of
microporous AlPO4-11 by in situ solid-state NMR spectros-
copy under MAS conditions. AlPO4-11 is a representative
aluminophosphate-based molecular sieve first synthesized by
Union Carbide.5 It has a unique framework topology (AEL)
which is different from the known topologies of aluminosilicate
zeolites. This framework has a unidimensional channel system
with a non-circular 10-membered ring (6.7 × 4.4 Å)79

(Scheme 1a,b). This sieve has shown potential for applications
in ammonia alkylation with octanol-1 in the gaseous phase,80

absorption of xenon gas,81 and Knoevenagel condensation as a
polymer/AlPO4-11 nanocomposite catalyst.

81 SAPO-11 (de-
rived by Si-substitution in the AlPO4-11 framework) is an acid
catalyst for alkylation, disproportionation, and isomerization
involving aromatic compounds.82,83 The crystallization of
AlPO4-11 and related systems under HTS and DGC
conditions has been examined extensively, and much
information on formation pathways was reported in the
literature.84−90 However, since all the details about crystal-
lization for this sieve were obtained exclusively from ex situ
studies, ambiguities do exist. An in situ study should provide
direct unambiguous experimental evidence that can stand up to
scrutiny. To this end, we carried out the in situ 1H, 31P, and

Scheme 1. (a) Framework of AlPO4-11, (b) ab Plane Viewed along the c-Axis, and (c) Projection of AlPO4-11 Structure along
the c-Direction with Three Crystallographically Non-Equivalent P Sites Shown
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27Al MAS as well as 1H → 31P and 1H→ 13C cross-polarization
(CP) MAS NMR study of crystallization of AlPO4-11 using an
HTHP rotor. We chose crystallization inside the rotor (the
reaction vessel) under a slightly modified DGC rather than
typical HTS conditions. Specifically, the samples used in the in
situ NMR study were prepared by mixing the pre-made dry gel
with a small quantity of water. The sample remains as a solid
powder without an apparent liquid phase upon mixing. The
reasons for choosing the dry gel powder as a precursor for the
crystallization study are several. Previous in situ NMR studies
showed that under normal HTS conditions, as the reaction
systems contain both liquid and solid phases, the observed
spectra have the signals from the species in both phases.57,58,77

Consequently, in some cases, efforts must be made to
distinguish them in order to correctly interpret the
data.58,77,91 Such a situation can be avoided by using a dry
gel powder precursor mentioned above as the 27Al and 31P
spectra only have resonances of solid materials. An additional
advantage is that since the amount of water is limited, the
proton MAS NMR can easily be used to monitor the role of
water in crystallization due to the lack of dominant water
signals from the liquid phase. Finally, we previously conducted
several detailed ex situ NMR studies on the formation of
AlPO4-11 under the DGC conditions which are very similar to
this work.86,88,92 The detailed information obtained from early
work will be verified by this in situ study. A combination of the
results from the previous ex situ and current in situ studies
provides a better picture of the formation of this representative
AlPO4-based molecular sieves.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis of Initial Dry Gel
AlPO4-11 was synthesized using Al(OH)3 (50% Al2O3, Sigma-
Aldrich) and H3PO4 (85%, Sigma-Aldrich) as the Al and P sources.
Di-n-propylamine (DPA, 99%, Alfa-Aesar) was used as SDA. The
initial gel molar composition (Al2O3:P2O5:DPA:H2O) was set to
1:1:1:40. A typical procedure86 for the preparation of dry gel powder
is as follows. An appropriate amount of Al(OH)3 was mixed with
distilled water, and the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 1
h, followed by dropwise addition of 85% H3PO4 and stirring for 1 h.
Afterward, DPA was added dropwise with continuous stirring for 2 h.
This mixture was then dried at 80 °C in an oil bath with constant
stirring to allow evaporation of water until a white solid is formed.
The solid sample was then ground into a fine powder, which will be,
hereafter, referred to as the initial dry gel.
Crystallization of AlPO4-11
Ex Situ Crystallization (in a Laboratory-Scale Autoclave). A

series of samples were prepared by typically placing 1.0 g of the initial
dry gel powder into a series of small Teflon cups. Each cup was placed
in a Teflon-lined steel autoclave (volume, 23 mL) with 0.4 mL of
distilled water at the bottom. The autoclaves were heated at 200 °C in
an oven and taken out at different time intervals.
Ex Situ Crystallization (in a Glass Tube). To optimize the

modified DGC method for in situ NMR studies, the initial dry gel of
1.0 g was mixed properly with 0.4 mL of water and packed into a glass
tube (outer diameter: 5 mm; length: 3 cm). The glass tube was sealed
(and placed inside an autoclave for safety reason). Then, a series of
glass tubes containing the dry gel samples were heated at 200 °C in an
oven. They were taken out at different time intervals for powder X-ray
diffraction (PXRD) characterization after the reactions were
quenched.
In Situ Crystallization (in an HTHP NMR Rotor). Initial dry gel

weighing 1.0 g was mixed properly with approximately 0.4 mL of
distilled water. This wetted solid sample was then packed into a 5 mm
HTHP rotor and sealed properly for in situ MAS NMR experiments.

Characterization
PXRD patterns were recorded on either a Rigaku diffractometer using
Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) or a different Rigaku diffractometer
with Co Kα radiation (λ = 1.7902 Å). Thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) measurements were performed under a N2 atmosphere on a
Mettler Toledo TGA/DTA851e instrument. The as-made AlPO4-11
sample was heated from 25 to 390 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min.
All the 27Al, 1H, 13C, and 31P, MAS NMR measurements were

carried out on a Varian/Chemagnetics Infinity Plus 400 WB
spectrometer equipped with three rf channels operating at a field
strength of 9.4 T. Depending on the requirement of the experiment,
two MAS (a Varian 5 mm HFXY and a Varian 3.2 mm HXY) probes
were used with a spinning rate of 4.7, 10, and 20 kHz. The magic
angle was set using the 79Br resonance of KBr. Larmor frequencies of
27Al, 1H, 13C, and 31P were 104.2, 399.9, 100.4, and 161.7 MHz,
respectively. A Varian variable temperature control unit was used to
set the temperature from 20 to 200 °C. At each temperature, 20 min
of elapsed time was used to ensure the thermal equilibrium before
beginning NMR spectra acquisition. A commercially available 5 mm
HTHP rotor (Revolution NMR LLC) was used for in situ NMR
experiments. It can be spun at a maximum spinning rate of 5 kHz and
can withstand a temperature up to 240 °C and pressure up to 300 bar.
The chemical shifts were referenced externally to 1 M Al(NO3)3

solution (δiso = 0.00 ppm) and liquid ethanol as secondary standards
using the peak of CH3 at δiso = +1.11 ppm for 27Al and 1H,
respectively. 31P and 13C chemical shifts were referenced to 85%
H3PO4 (δiso = 0.00 ppm) and TMS (δiso = 0.00 ppm) using secondary
standards of ammonium dihydrogen phosphate (δiso = +0.81 ppm)
and adamantane (high-frequency peak, δiso = +38.60 ppm). The rf-
field strength for 1H decoupling was about 20 kHz for both 13C and
31P.
All the in situ NMR experiments were carried out in the Varian 5

mm HFXY probe with a spinning rate of 4.7 kHz. The 27Al MAS
spectra were acquired using a 45° of selective pulse length (0.7 μs),
and 1600 scans were accumulated for each spectrum with a recycle
delay of 0.25 s. 1H MAS NMR spectra were recorded using a 90°
pulse length of 7 μs, and four scans were accumulated for each
spectrum with a 5 s recycle delay. 1H → 13C CP MAS NMR spectra
were recorded with a contact time of 2.5 ms, and 180 scans were
accumulated with a recycle delay of 10 s. The 1H 90° pulse length of
10 μs and the Hartmann−Hahn condition93 were determined using
adamantane. 31P MAS NMR spectra were recorded using a short
excitation pulse of 30° with two-pulse phase modulation (TPPM)
decoupling, and 32 scans were accumulated with a 30 s recycle delay.
The rf field strength for 1H decoupling was about 20 kHz. The 1H →
31P CP MAS NMR spectra were recorded with a contact time of 15
ms, and 64 scans were accumulated with a recycle delay of 10 s. The
1H 90° pulse length of 7 μs and the Hartmann−Hahn condition were
determined using (NH4)H2PO4.
The ex situ 27Al and 31P MAS NMR measurements were carried

out using the same 5 mm HFXY MAS probe. For 31P MAS
experiments, a 30° pulse was typically used, and the recycle delay was
60 s. The 27Al MAS spectra were acquired using a 45° of selective
pulse and a pulse delay of 1 s. The 5 mm HFXY MAS probe was used
to obtain the 1H MAS NMR spectra with the spinning rates of 4.7 and
10 kHz while a 3.2 mm HXY MAS probe employed for reaching a
spinning rate of 20 kHz. Typically, the 1H MAS NMR spectra were
recorded using a 90° excitation pulse with 10 s of recycle delay.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As mentioned earlier, the present in situ multinuclear MAS
NMR study was carried out using a dry gel as a reaction
precursor for crystallization, in order to simplify the reaction
system and avoid large apparent liquid phase. The dry gel used
was prepared according to the procedure described in the
literature.86 Before in situ MAS NMR experiments, the
crystallization at 200 °C under ex situ conditions was
performed to ensure that the dry gel prepared could be
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transformed into AlPO4-11 as expected. The PXRD patterns of
the solid materials captured ex situ as a function of
crystallization at 200 °C are shown in Figure S1, and they
are consistent with those reported before.86,88 The selected 31P
and 27Al MAS spectra of the dry gel samples heated for
different times are shown in Figure S2. The dry gel samples
have the same NMR spectroscopic signatures as reported.86

The ex situ results clearly indicate that the dry gel prepared can
indeed be converted to AlPO4-11 in about 6 h at 200 °C, a
time period that is highly suitable for in situ study.
In the standard DGC method mentioned above, the

crystallization is carried out in an autoclave where the dry
gel is physically separated from a small amount of water
(Scheme S1). When doing it inside an NMR rotor, water can
no longer be separated from the dry gel. Therefore, the
required amount of water was directly mixed with the dry gel.
After dispersing the water thoroughly within the dry gel, the
dry gel powder was packed into the NMR rotor. To mimic the
reaction environment inside an NMR rotor, ex situ
crystallization was carried out by packing the dry gel in several
glass tubes with dimensions similar to the 5 mm NMR rotor
(outer diameter: 5 mm; length: 3 cm). The tubes were then
sealed and heated at 200 °C for different times. The PXRD
patterns of the quenched samples indicate that the reflections
due to AlPO4-11 started appearing after 2 h of heating, and the
crystallization nearly completed after 6 h (Figure 1).

After modifying and optimizing the DGC conditions for in
situ study, the crystallization was carried out inside the NMR
rotor under MAS conditions. The system was heated from 20
to 200 °C. Once the desired temperature, i.e., 200 °C was
reached, the crystallization was allowed for 15 h. Figure 2a
illustrates the in situ 27Al MAS spectra of the dry gel heated at
different temperatures and durations. The 27Al MAS spectrum
of the initial dry gel at 20 °C, as shown in Figure 2a, consists of
three rather broad signals at −10, 9, and 45 ppm. The overall
spectral appearance looks similar to those of dry gel prepared
under similar conditions in this work (Figure S2) and reported
in the literature.86 The −10 and 45 ppm peaks are due to the
octahedral Al(OP)4(H2O)2 and tetrahedral Al(OP)4 in solid
aluminophosphate species, respectively.77,86,94,95 The peak at 9

ppm is assigned to unreacted alumina.92 Upon heating from 20
to 140 °C, the tetrahedral Al peak increases its intensity at the
expense of octahedral Al, indicating that as soon as heating
starts, the octahedral Al is quickly converted to tetrahedral Al
via dehydration. It should be pointed out that the in situ NMR
study allows one not only to observe what is happening at
crystallization temperature (i.e., 200 °C) but also to monitor
the reactions at temperatures below 200 °C. The information
from temperatures lower than crystallizing temperature usually
is not easily available from ex situ studies.
Treating the initial dry gel for 30 min at 200 °C yields a new

peak at 36 ppm which is characteristic of tetrahedral Al in
AlPO4-11. Its intensity gradually increased with increasing
heating time, indicating that more gel is converted to AlPO4-11
with increasing crystallization time. In the current in situ study,
the 36 ppm peak belonging to AlPO4-11 appeared in the
spectrum after 30 min heating, whereas in the ex situ study, the
reflections characteristic of AlPO4-11 in PXRD patterns can
only be observed after 2 h heating at 200 °C (Figure S2).
Accompanying the 36 ppm peak, another new sharp peak at 49
ppm appeared at 200 °C. This new peak can be attributed to a
five-coordinated aluminum complex bonded to HPO42− ions in
solution.55,77,96 This assignment is consistent with the
concomitant observation of a small sharp 31P signal at −2.4
ppm at 200 °C in the in situ 31P MAS spectra (Figure 2b),
which is due to the P in the abovementioned species.96 As
mentioned earlier, the dry gel does contain occluded and
added water. Therefore, heating at 200 °C may result in small
localized pools of water containing the AlPO species within the
gel. Heating the gel at 200 °C under autogenous conditions
leads to the reorganization of the gel structure via bond
breaking and reforming, yielding the observed species. The fact
that the intensities of both 49 ppm Al signal and −2.4 ppm P
resonance in their respective in situ MAS spectra do not vary
significantly with increasing heating time implies that the small
liquid domains are saturated with the AlPO species formed
during the crystallization at 200 °C and are in reaction
equilibrium with solids. The 27Al sharp peak at 49 ppm was
also observed during the formation of AlPO4-5

77 and SAPO-
34,57 and it was interpreted as an AlPO species acting as a
nutrient that is in equilibrium with the nucleates of targeted
molecular sieves. Another new feature in the in situ 27Al MAS
spectra at 200 °C is a broad peak near 12 ppm whose intensity
increases with increasing heating time. This signal can be
attributed to the penta-coordinated Al in solids with
Al(OP)4(H2O) environment.

84,90 The broadness of the peak
suggests a distribution of local geometry around five-
coordinated Al. In situ 27Al MAS spectra clearly indicate that
AlPO4-11 forms after 30 min of crystallization at 200 °C.
In situ 31P MAS NMR is used to monitor the evolution of P

local environment in the dry gel as a function of heating
temperature and time, and the spectra are shown in (Figure
2b). The 31P MAS spectrum of dry gel before heating possesses
several signals: a sharp narrow resonance at −2 ppm
overlapping with a broad resonance centered at around −12
ppm with a broad shoulder at around −18 ppm. The broad
signal at −12 ppm and its −18 ppm shoulder represent P
atoms in the amorphous and semi-crystalline AlPO phases with
a lower degree of condensation, i.e., P(OAl)x(OH)4−x (where
x = 2−3). The broadness of these signals reflects that the P
atoms have large bond angle and length distributions, which is
consistent with the amorphous nature of the sample. Previous
comprehensive ex situ SSNMR studies of AlPO4-based

Figure 1. Powder XRD patterns of selected dry gel samples
crystallized at 200 °C inside sealed-glass tubes. The PXRD patterns
were obtained using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å). (*) Asterisks
denote the signals from the sample holder.
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molecular sieves (including AlPO4-11 and AlPO4-5) showed
that under similar DGC conditions, the 31P MAS spectrum of
the initial dry gel also contains a broad resonance spanning
from approximately 0 to −25 ppm with a maximum of the
profile at about −12 ppm. Through thorough characterization
using advanced 2D NMR and computational methods, several
individual resonances were identified as part of the broad
profile, and they were assigned to the P sites in the linear
tetrahedral Al and P units [(P−O−Al)n] in the gel and those in
the four- and six-membered ring that are in the 1D
chains.22,86,90

The sharp −2 ppm peak is worth commenting on. Since the
corresponding proton spectrum (Figure 2d) clearly shows that
there is no liquid water phase in the initial gel before heating,
this sharp peak must be part of the solids. This peak is likely
due to the phosphate group (e.g., H2PO4− or HPO42−)
attached to a single Al in the solids, and the sharpness of this
peak reflects its high mobility.96 Upon heating from 20 to 140
°C, the −2 ppm peak becomes slightly broader and shifts to
the lower chemical shift to −6 ppm. It seems that the
phosphate species interact with more Al sites and become less
mobile with heating at higher temperatures. Meanwhile,
between 20 and 140 °C, the center of the broad envelope
gradually shifts to a lower chemical shift, suggesting that the
degree of condensation at P increases. A sharp signal at −18
ppm starts to emerge at 140 °C. Heating the dry gel at 200 °C
for 30 min results in a drastic change in the 31P MAS spectrum.
It comprises a peak at −31 ppm with a broad shoulder at −27
ppm. The −18 ppm peak becomes very sharp and strong.
There is also a sharp new peak at −2.4 ppm. The −18 ppm
peak has been identified as a P site in a layered intermediate in
AlPO4-11 synthesis under DGC conditions.

22,86 In addition to
AlPO4-11, it is also captured during the synthesis of many

other sieves under ex situ conditions including AlPO4-5,
AlPO4-18, SAPO-5, SAPO-11, SAPO-34, SAPO-37,
etc.22,26,97−102 The nature of this −18 ppm resonance captured
in many in situ and ex situ NMR studies of the formation of
AlPO4-based sieves has been thoroughly characterized and was
identified as the P site with the P(OAl)3(OH) coordination
environment in a semi-crystalline layered phase. In the present
in situ study, since small liquid water domain(s) may exist, as
suggested by the corresponding 1H NMR spectrum (Figure
2d), the question is whether the very sharp −18 ppm is in the
liquid or solid phase. An inspection of the 31P MAS spectrum
reveals that this peak has two strong spinning sidebands
(SSBs), which clearly indicates that this P is in solids. On the
other hand, the −2.4 ppm peak is also very sharp but exhibits
no SSBs. Thus, we assign this signal at −2.4 ppm to a P species
in a small liquid water pool localized in the gel, preassembly
Al(H2O)5(H3PO4) and Al(H2O)5(HPO4) or more likely the
average of the two.57,96 The Al in these species corresponds to
the 49 ppm peak in the corresponding 27Al MAS spectrum.
Careful inspection of the in situ 31P MAS spectra reveals that
the position of this peak gradually shifted to lower chemical
shift direction over time from −2.38 to −3.96 ppm within 15 h
at 200 °C (Figure S3). This small change in the chemical shift
is likely due to the slight change in pH of the small liquid water
pool as the crystallization proceeds. The appearance of the
peak at −31 ppm together with the shoulder at −27 ppm is
characteristic of crystalline AlPO4-11. Seeing these signals
clearly indicates the formation of the AEL structure after 30
min of heating at 200 °C. Further increase in crystallization
time does not lead to significant changes in the spectrum
except that the intensity of the peak due to AlPO4-11 increases
with an increase in heating time. It is worth noting that
although the Al and P resonances that are characteristic of

Figure 2. In situ NMR spectra of dry gel samples (1.0 g) mixed with additional 0.4 mL of water: (a) 27Al MAS, (b) 31P MAS, (c) 1H → 31P CP
MAS, and (d) 1H MAS spectra. The spinning rate is 4.7 kHz. (*) Asterisks denote the spinning sidebands. Top inset: intensity scaled liquid water
peak (4.0 ppm) in 1H MAS NMR spectra. Bottom inset: vertically enlarged 1H MAS NMR spectra at 20, 80, and 140 °C showing the peak
corresponding to protonated DPA (8.4 ppm).
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AlPO4-11 were observed in their respective 27Al (36 ppm) and
31P (−31 ppm) MAS spectra of the samples heated for 30 min,
1.15 h, and 2 h, the corresponding PXRD patterns obtained in
ex situ study did not show any reflections due to AlPO4-11. It
appears that although long-range ordering associated with the
AEL structure can only be detected by XRD after heating the
dry gel at 200 °C for 3 h or longer, the local structures of Al
and P atoms in the gel heated for less than 3 h have already
evolved to be very close to those in the AEL structure. The
sample spinning may also have the same effect as agitation/
tumbling, leading to a faster crystallization. It is also worth
noting that the intensity of the very broad signal centered at
around −12 ppm in the initial dry gel decreases upon heating,
and the intensity of the new sharp peak that appeared at −18
ppm at 140 °C increases with heating at the expense of the
broad −12 ppm signal. This observation indicates that the 1D
chains with four- and six-membered rings in the dry gel were
gradually consumed or, in the other words, the 1D chains were
gradually cross-linked together to form the 2D layered
intermediate that eventually transforms into the 3D AEL
structure. A similar pathway has been proposed in the
literature based on the ex situ results.86,90,92 The present in
situ results are unambiguously consistent with those of
previous work.
To further characterize various P species, an in situ 1H →

31P CP MAS experiment was also carried out. In addition to
sensitivity enhancement, CP is also a technique for spectral
editing. Our previous work has shown that compared to the as-
made AlPO4-11, the amorphous and semi-crystalline AlPO
materials have a much shorter proton spin−lattice relaxation
time in the rotating frame (T1ρH).

86,92 Therefore, 1H→ 31P CP
experiment with a long contact time should discriminate
against the phases with short T1ρH. The CP spectra acquired
with a long contact time of 15 ms (Figure 2c) look drastically
different from the one-pulse MAS spectra. Specifically, two
sharp peaks at −2.4 and −18 ppm along with associated SSBs
vanish in the CP spectra. This is because the signal at −18 ppm
belonging to the semi-crystalline phase is known to have a very
short T1ρH, resulting in the fast decay of the CP signal at longer
contact times.86 −2.4 ppm resonance originates from the
species in small liquid domains, and the tumbling in liquid
averages out the 1H−31P dipolar interaction. The very broad
resonances observed in the one-pulse MAS spectra of the
samples heated at temperatures below 200 °C do not appear in
the corresponding CP spectra because they belong to
amorphous materials that also have a short T1ρH.

86,92

The CP spectrum of the dry gel heated for 15 h at 200 °C
looks identical to that of the crystalline AlPO4-11 reported in
the literature.86,88,90,92,103 AlPO4-11 crystallizes in an ortho-
rhombic crystal system with a space group of Imma. Its unit
cell has three crystallographically inequivalent P sites (Scheme
1c) with an occupancy of P3:P2:P1 = 1:2:2. The P3 site is in
the junction of two adjacent six-membered rings. Both P1 and
P2 are in the junction of the six- and four-membered rings with
the same site occupancy. In the 31P MAS spectrum of AlPO4-
11, these three sites manifest themselves as an asymmetric
broad peak with a maximum at −31 ppm and a weaker
shoulder at around −27 ppm. In the literature, this broad
asymmetric envelope can be deconvoluted into three peaks at
−24, −27, and −31 ppm, which are assigned to P3, P2, and P1,
respectively.88

The CP spectra indicate that no AlPO4-11 is formed when
the dry gel is heated between 80 and 140 °C. The signal

corresponding to AlPO4-11 only appears in the CP spectrum
when the temperature reaches 200 °C. The intensity of the
peak belonging to AlPO4-11 increases with increasing heating
time at 200 °C, implying that the dry gel is continuously
converted to AlPO4-11 with increasing crystallization time. It is
worth noting that for the CP spectra of the samples heated at
200 °C for 3 h and longer, all three P sites are visible,
consistent with the formation of AlPO4-11 which is also
indicated by the ex situ PXRD patterns of the samples
prepared under the same conditions.
However, the CP spectra of the dry gel heated for 30 min,

1.15 h, and 2 h look different from those of simple MAS
spectra in the region where the signals due to AlPO4-11
appear. Specifically, the peaks at −24 and −27 ppm
corresponding to P3 and P2 sites have stronger intensity
compared with the resonance at −31 ppm due to the P3 site.
This result suggests that when AlPO4-11 begins to crystallize,
the framework formed in the early stage is not homogeneous.
The portion containing P3 and P2 sites has fully condensed P
with the P(OAl)4 environment, i.e., each P is bound to four Al
atoms via bridging oxygens. The region(s) mainly contains P3
and P2 appear to be better developed with their local
environments closer to the fully crystallized product. There-
fore, the T1ρH values of these two sites are relatively long,
making them visible in both the MAS and CP spectra. P1 site,
on the other hand, likely has a much shorter T1ρH because it is
located in an area where its local structure is very similar to but
not yet in the state of completely crystalline AlPO4-11.
Previous work suggested that the 3D AEL framework is

formed from the stacking of the 2D sheets very similar to the
ab plane of AlPO4-11.

86 The sheets (or layers) form first.
Cross-linking between the layers, however, takes place later,
and the initial 3D structure along the channel direction is
disordered. The CP behavior of P1 sites seems to suggest that
the formation of proper Al−O−P linkages along the channel
direction involving P1 is the last step. Thus, in the early stage
of the crystallization, P1 does not form four strong P−O−Al
covalent bonds, which results in a shorter T1ρH in the early
crystallization, leading to a weak CP signal when a long contact
time is used. The reason this P site is the final step for the
cross-linking is that this particular P at the junction of the four-
and six-membered rings is shielded by the SDA molecule.88

In situ 1H MAS NMR spectra are shown in Figure 2d. At 20
°C, there are five peaks in the spectrum. The signals at 1.2, 1.8,
and 3.2 ppm originate from the SDA molecule occluded in the
solids (Scheme S2). The peaks at 1.2 and 1.8 ppm can be
assigned to the protons on the methyl groups and the
methylene fragment next to the CH3 group. The resonance at
3.2 ppm is due to the protons in the methylene group directly
bound to the nitrogen atom in the NH2+ group.

90 The broad
signal centered around 5.4 ppm in the initial gel is a
combination of resonances from adsorbed water, coordinated
water, and the exchanged signals between water, POH, and
AlOH.77 The broad shoulder peak at 8.4 ppm is assigned to
the protons on the NH2+ group of protonated amine
(DPAH+).89,104 Heating at 80 and 140 °C does not seem to
significantly affect the three peaks at 1.2, 1.8, and 3.2 ppm
given by the SDA. However, as soon as heating begins at 80
°C, the 8.4 ppm signal disappeared immediately, suggesting
that the protonated amine is converted to a neutral amine form
via deprotonation. Through a thorough ex situ NMR study,
Deng et al. proposed that the SDA (DPA) initially exists in its
protonated form (DPAH+) in the layered phase. This 2D
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material subsequently transforms to AlPO4-11 where DPAH+
is deprotonated, and two DPA molecules form a dimer in the
10-ring channels of the framework.90 Our in situ work
indicates that deprotonation indeed occurs in solids upon
heating, but it happens before the layered phase forms under
the conditions used in this study. It appears that deprotonation
is part of the process where the 1D chains join together to
form the layered material. Another change is that the broad
signal at 5.4 ppm observed at 20 °C shifted to 4.8 ppm at 140
°C. As mentioned earlier, this broad resonance results from a
number of species, such as occluded water, P−OH, Al−OH,
Al−OH2, etc., among which they interact with each other via
hydrogen bonding. The observed shift in the peak position
toward lower chemical shift with increasing temperature
suggests an increased rate of the proton exchange among
these species and weakened hydrogen bonding, indicating that
the structure of the gel undergoes reorganization.
It is worth noting that no liquid water signal was observed in

the 1H MAS NMR spectra of the dry gel in the temperature
range between 20 and 140 °C, indicating no apparent liquid
water phase existing up to 140 °C. This result indicates that
the small amount of water mixing with the dry gel before
heating appears to be highly dispersed in the dry gel powder,
and this added water interacts with the gel. To confirm this
conclusion and better understand the 1H MAS NMR spectra,
ex situ 1H NMR (both static and MAS) experiments were
carried out on dry gel with and without additional 0.4 mL of
water (Figure S4). The static spectrum of the dry gel without
additional water shows an extremely broad peak, indicating
that the water molecules are very rigid. TGA confirmed that
the initial dry gel powder contains ca. ∼20% water by weight
(Figure S5). This peak becomes narrower upon spinning the
sample at 4.7, 10, and 20 kHz. The static proton spectrum of
the dry gel (1.0 g) mixed with additional 0.4 mL of water
without heat treatment contains two resonances at 5.7 and 1.0
ppm. The 1.0 ppm resonance is likely due to the methyl
protons of the SDA. No liquid water signal was observed.
These signals are much narrower than that in the dry gel
without additional water, implying that the mobility of the
proton-containing species in solids increases with the addition
of water. The MAS spectra spun at 4.7, 10, and 20 kHz exhibit
higher resolution, and the resolution increases with spinning
speed. These results clearly suggest that when the additional
0.4 mL of water was added to the dry gel powder, water is
uniformly dispersed within the dry gel, and no liquid water
exists. However, adding additional water does mobilize all the
proton-containing species (especially the SDA) in the solids.
When the crystallization begins at 200 °C, again major

changes occurred in the in situ 1H MAS spectra. The broad
resonance now moved further toward the lower chemical shift
direction from 5.4 to 4.2 ppm. This peak shift implies
significant reorganization of various proton-containing species
inside the dry gel. Concomitantly, a very sharp strong peak
emerged at 4.0 ppm, which indicates the formation of a small
amount of liquid water in the rotor105 as the corresponding
time domain signal has a component with a very long-lived free
induction decay, typical of liquid water (Figure S6). Forming a
small liquid phase of water is due to several reasons. The main
reason is that breaking the hydrogen bonding between
occluded/adsorbed water and the solid gel frees up water
molecules at elevated pressure and temperature. Condensation
of P−OH and Al−OH groups to form proper P−O−Al
linkages in the framework yields additional water molecules.

Furthermore, the conversion of the octahedral Al, Al-
(OP)4(OH2)2, to tetrahedral Al, Al(OP)4, also releases water
molecules. The peak position of water formed inside the rotor
(4.0 ppm) is slightly different from pure liquid water (4.7
ppm), which might be due to the pH resulting from
crystallization as it is known that the 1H chemical shift of
liquid water shifts to lower chemical shift when pH
increases.105 It is noticed that the three peaks belonging to
the DPA are very well resolved at a low spinning rate of 4.7
kHz, which suggests that the SDA molecules are rather mobile
in the entire temperature range and heating periods. The peak
at around 8.4 ppm due to the protons of the NH2+ group did
not reappear, suggesting that the SDA stays as neutral amine
and protonated amine did not reform, confirming that it is the
neutral DPA that exists in both layered phase and final AlPO4-
11 framework.
After the in situ MAS NMR experiments were completed,

the solid sample was recovered and characterized using powder
XRD. The diffraction pattern observed is shown in Figure 3,

clearly indicating that the product is indeed AlPO4-11 with
good crystallinity. In addition to the reflections belonging to
AlPO4-11, there are two weak low angle peaks at around 6−7°
belonging to the layered semi-crystalline intermediate phase
reported in a previous DGC study of AlPO4-11,

86 indicating
that most of the layered material has transformed to AlPO4-11.
To further evaluate the role of the water in the crystallization

process, an additional in situ NMR experiment was carried out
by adding less amount of additional water (0.1 mL) to the
initial gel (1.0 g) and heating this sample for 2.15 h at 200 °C.
When 0.1 mL of water was added to 1.0 g of dry gel, the in situ
27Al, 31P and 1H spectra below 200 °C (i.e., 20, 80, and 140
°C) are very similar to those of dry gel with 0.4 mL of water
heated for the same period of time (Figure 4). However, when
the temperature reached 200 °C (the crystallization temper-
ature), significant differences were observed. In the 27Al spectra
(Figure 4a), there is only a single broad peak at 39 ppm seen in
the tetrahedral Al region. For the fully crystallized AlPO4-11,
its tetrahedral Al appears at 36 ppm rather than at 39 ppm. It
seems that this broad peak at 39 ppm is due to the overlapping
of the 42 and 36 ppm peaks observed for the sample with 0.4
mL of water. These results indicate that compared to the

Figure 3. Powder XRD patterns of the samples recovered after the in
situ crystallization: (a) with additional 0.4 mL of water; (b) with
additional 0.1 mL of water; and (c) simulated AlPO4-11. The PXRD
patterns were obtained using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) except
for that in (b) which was obtained with Co Kα radiation (λ = 1.7902
Å). The 2θ values were converted to those corresponding to Cu Kα
radiation for comparison.
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sample with 0.4 mL of additional water, the sample with less
water contains a smaller amount of AlPO4-11 upon heating for
about 2 h.
1H MAS spectra at 200 °C of the dry gel sample mixed with

additional 0.1 mL of water (Figure 4d) have very broad peaks,
suggesting that less water results in significantly reduced

mobility of the proton-containing species including the SDA.
The major difference between the samples containing 0.4 and
0.1 mL of water is the absence of the sharp peak at around 4
ppm, indicating the absence of a liquid water phase in the
sample with 0.1 mL of water. This is likely due to (1) the
amount of the water molecules bound to the gel surface via

Figure 4. In situ NMR spectra of dry gel samples (1.0 g) mixed with additional 0.1 mL of water: (a) 27Al MAS; (b) 31P MAS; (c) 1H → 31P
CPMAS; and (d) 1H MAS NMR spectra. The spinning rate is 4.7 kHz. (*) Asterisks denote the spinning sidebands. Top inset: 1H MAS NMR
spectra acquired at 200 °C on a wider scale. Bottom inset: vertically enlarged 1H MAS NMR spectra acquired at 20, 80, and 140 °C showing the
peak corresponding to protonated DPA (8.4 ppm).
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hydrogen bonding that can be released upon heating at high
temperatures is much less. (2) The rates of various reactions
become lower, resulting in less water produced.
The differences in the in situ 31P MAS spectra are also

interesting (Figure 4b). The spectra at 140 °C and below are
almost identical to that of the sample containing 0.4 mL of
water. However, at 200 °C, the sample with 0.1 mL of water
exhibits a very broad profile with two overlapping signals at
−18 and −24 ppm. The −24 ppm peak also has a shoulder at
−31 ppm. This shoulder became more obvious with increasing
heating time. The −18 ppm peak is due to the layered
materials. What is interesting is that when there is more water
available, the layered phase will become highly crystalline as
the spectra of the sample with 0.4 mL of water exhibit a very
sharp line at −18 ppm with intense SSBs. For the sample with
0.1 mL of water, the sharp −18 ppm peak only briefly appeared
at 140 °C. It immediately becomes very broad as soon as the
temperature reached 200 °C. The peak at −24 ppm and its
shoulder at −31 ppm suggest the formation of AlPO4-11.
Indeed, the PXRD pattern of recovered samples shows that the
sample heated at 200 °C for 2.15 h is a mixture of layered
phase and AlPO4-11 (Figure 3a). The reflections due to
AlPO4-11 are rather broad, indicating that the AlPO4-11 just
begins forming and has lower crystallinity and/or that the sizes
of crystallites are fairly small. Since the −24 ppm peak
coincides with the P3 site, the 31P MAS spectra clearly indicate
that this P site in AlPO4-11 develops first, due to that with less
amount of water the crystallization rate is slower. In situ 31P
MAS NMR allows us to capture the formation of AlPO4-11 at
a very early stage where only the P3 site is fully formed, but the
P1 site just begins to develop. The 1H → 31P CP spectra
further confirm the above interpretation. The peak at −18
disappears, but three sites due to AlPO4-11 at −24, −27, and
−31 ppm signals are clearly visible with the peak at −31 ppm
having the smallest intensity. It seems that adding less water to
the dry gel does not prevent AlPO4-11 crystallization from
occurring. However, the reaction rates apparently are reduced.
This result obtained from in situ NMR is further supported by
ex situ PXRD data. Figure S7 clearly shows that the formation
of AlPO4-11 from the dry gel samples with 0.1 mL of
additional water per 1.0 g of dry gel is much slower than the
dry gel with 0.4 mL of water (Figure 1).
We also wish to point out that the small amount of liquid

water formed can only be observed in situ, i.e., at crystallization
temperature (Figure 2d). This was confirmed by an ex situ
experiment where the dry gel (1.0 g) with 0.4 mL of additional
water added was allowed to crystallize at 200 °C for 1 day. 1H
MAS spectrum was obtained immediately upon cooling the
sample to room temperature. As shown in Figure 5, the 1H
MAS spectrum of the ex situ sample (Figure 5a) looks similar
to the in situ sample before heating (Figure 5b). The three
peaks belonging to the SDA appear at the same positions in
both samples. However, the broad peak at around 8.4 ppm that
is present in the in situ sample before heating is absent in the
ex situ sample. This result is consistent with the results
discussed above, suggesting that the SDA exists in the form of
neutral amine, rather than protonated DPA.
Furthermore, the sharp peak observed at 4.0 ppm in the in

situ spectrum at 200 °C (Figure 5c) did not appear in the
spectrum of the ex situ sample after heating, indicating the
absence of a liquid water domain in the latter sample. There is
a peak at 5.5 ppm corresponding to the water adsorbed in the
gel. The position of the peak is very much different from the

broad resonance at 4.2 ppm in the in situ spectrum at 200 °C
for 15 h and closer to the 5.4 ppm peak of the initial dry gel.
These results show that the liquid water only forms at 200 °C
and can only be observed via in situ NMR experiments. When
cooling the sample to room temperature, the water molecules
are adsorbed again on the surface of the solids and therefore
cannot be seen via 1H MAS NMR.
SDAs play a very important role in the assembly of

molecular sieves by directing the formation of a specific
structure during the synthesis.106 In situ 13C CP MAS NMR
(Figure 6) was used to probe the behavior of the SDA in the
AlPO4-11 crystallization (i.e., crystallization at 200 °C using
the dry gel sample with additional 0.4 mL of water). 1H → 13C
CP intensity depends on the strength of the dipolar interaction
between the proton and 13C, which is modulated by the
mobility of the molecule examined. As shown in Figure 6, the
1H → 13C CP MAS spectrum of the dry gel at 20 °C has three
signals at 49.6, 19.9, and 11.8 ppm corresponding to the
methylene carbon adjacent to nitrogen (C1), the second
methylene carbon (C2), and the methyl carbon (C3) groups
(Scheme S2 and Table S1) present in the protonated DPA
(the SDA).104 The appearance of the signals belonging to
DPAH+ ion at 20 °C implies that there is a strong interaction
between the DPAH+ with the inorganic species in the initial
dry gel. The overall CP intensities of all three carbons increase
when temperatures were raised to 50 and 80 °C, suggesting
that the reorganization of dry gel structure at these
temperatures leads to a local environment where the SDA is
more rigid, hinting a stronger interaction between inorganic

Figure 5. 1H MAS NMR spectra of selected AlPO4-11 gel samples:
(a) ex situ: initial dry gel mixed with 0.4 mL of additional water and
crystallized for 1 day at 200 °C. The spectrum was taken immediately
after cooling to room temperature; (b) in situ: initial dry gel mixed
with 0.4 mL of additional water. The spectrum was taken inside the
rotor at 20 °C right before heating for in situ study; and (c) in situ:
initial dry gel mixed with 0.4 mL of additional water. The in situ
spectrum was taken at 200 °C after heating for 15 h.
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and organic species. However, the overall CP intensities
become rather poor as crystallization proceeds with further
increasing temperature. The signals of the SDA almost
completely disappear when 200 °C is reached. As discussed
earlier, the protonated DPA (DPAH+) in the initial dry gel
becomes deprotonated as crystallization proceeds, and only

DPA molecules are occluded inside the final AlPO4-11. It
appears that the DPA becomes highly mobile upon
deprotonation. The 13C NMR data are consistent with those
of 1H NMR. Beyond 200 °C, the intensity of the C1 carbon in
the DPA is consistently stronger than the other two, implying
that the amine end may experience restricted movements due
to the hydrogen bonding with the AlPO species. Upon
reaching the crystallization temperature, there is a very small
but detectable change in the chemical shift of the C1 from 49.5
to 50.1 ppm, likely reflecting the deprotonation of the SDA.
Combining all the pieces of information obtained from in

situ data in this study, as well as that from our previous ex situ
DGC studies,86,88,92 a formation pathway for AlPO4-11 can be
proposed: (1) upon drying the gel resulting from mixing DPA
with Al and P sources together, solid amorphous materials
were formed. This initial dry gel has one-dimensional
aluminophosphate chains containing four- and six-membered
rings, which are formed under the direction of protonated
DPA. (2) The structures of the amorphous materials undergo
reorganization as soon as the heating begins under DGC
conditions. The transformation of the amorphous-to-crystalline
two-dimensional layered phase begins immediately when the
crystallization temperature is reached. It is noticed by in situ
1H MAS NMR that during early heating, DPAH+ becomes
deprotonated. It is the neutral DPA molecules that play the
structural directing role in the formation of a layered
intermediate. (3) It appears that the formation of a 2D
layered phase involves cross-linking the 1D chains with four-
and six-membered rings into a 2D layered structure and occurs
via Al−O−P bond breaking and formation. (4) The layers
which have similar characteristics of the ab plan of the AEL
structure stack together via hydrogen bonding to form a 3D
structure that eventually evolves into crystalline AlPO4-11,
confirmed by the in situ 1H → 31P CP MAS NMR. This
pathway is illustrated in Scheme 2. Similar formation pathways

Figure 6. In situ 1H → 13C CP MAS NMR spectra of the dry gel
samples (1.0 g) mixed with additional 0.4 mL of water. The spinning
rate is 4.7 kHz.

Scheme 2. Schematic Representation of the Proposed Mechanism for Formation of the AlPO4-11 Framework
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under DGC conditions have been suggested in the
literature,85,86,90,92 but since they are all based on ex situ
NMR studies, ambiguities do exist. The present comprehensive
in situ multinuclear SSNMR study provides rich information
on the evolution of the gel phases as a function of
crystallization in real time and critical details at actual
conditions (i.e., temperature and pressure) under which the
crystallization occurs. The in situ study significantly reduces
the ambiguities associated with ex situ, allowing us to refine the
proposed model with confidence.

■ SUMMARY
The in situ multinuclear solid-state NMR spectroscopy has not
only provided direct evidence on the speciation of the
intermediates and structural units that are critical to the self-
assembly of AEL topology but also revealed several key
reactions/processes in detail, which are important in under-
standing the crystallization. Specifically, in situ 31P MAS allows
us to clearly monitor the integration of the tetrahedral Al and P
fragments associated with four- and six-membered rings and
other simple nutrients tethered on the solids into the layered
materials and eventually into the AlPO4-11 framework in real
time. In situ 27Al MAS NMR unambiguously demonstrates the
transformation of the layered intermediate to AlPO4-11. In situ
1H → 31P CP MAS spectra unveiled the details of how three
inequivalent P sites in AlPO4-11 are formed in the early stages
of the crystallization, providing a concrete support for the
proposed 2D → 3D formation mechanism. In situ 13C CP
MAS spectra furnish information on the mobility of the SDA,
hence hydrogen bonding.
In situ 1H MAS NMR was particularly fascinating. Because

of the way the experiment was designed, high-resolution 1H
MAS spectra were obtained even at a low spinning speed of 4.7
kHz, allowing more information on the role of water to be
extracted easily. An in situ 1H MAS study indicates that under
the DGC conditions used, the SDA exists as a neutral amine
rather than in its protonated form in both the layered phase
and AlPO4-11. Apparently, under the DGC conditions,
protonated DPA plays an important role in forming the initial
dry gel containing 1D chains with four- and six-membered
rings. It is the neutral amine that helps the transformation of
the amorphous materials into the 2D layered phase where the
DPA lies within each layer. The neutral DPA eventually was
carried into the AlPO4-11 structure upon layers’ cross-linking
to form a 3D covalent bonded AEL structure. It is apparent
that forming different inorganic AlPO species, such as various
1D chains and 2D layered materials, requires slightly different
hydrogen bonding with the SDA, which is provided by
protonated and neutral DPA. In situ 1H MAS NMR results
also indicate that the water content in the initial dry gel is also
important. When the water content is high enough, a small
liquid phase can be formed in situ at crystallization
temperature. This free/mobile water is needed to assist in
Al−O−P bond breaking and reforming, facilitating crystal-
lization. If the water content of the free water formed at
crystallization temperature is too low, the SDA is immobile as
indicated by the in situ NMR results. Consequently, the
crystallization of AlPO4-11 becomes very slow.
At this point, a few comments can be made on using in situ

and ex situ solid-state NMR methods for examining the
crystallization of molecular sieves. In situ multinuclear MAS
NMR is a powerful method for examining molecular sieve
formation by directly monitoring the evolution of the local

environments of framework elements and the role of solvent
and SDA in real time and at actual crystallization temperature
and pressure. Some information, such as the role of water, the
effect of water content on crystallization at the molecular level
and the mobility of the SDA at high temperature and pressure
is very difficult to obtain via ex situ studies. Additionally, in situ
NMR allows one to follow the reactions in the stages before
the crystallization temperature is reached. In situ data truly
reflect what is happening at elevated temperature and pressure
and are generally free of ambiguities encountered in ex situ
studies caused by quenching reactions and altering the
structures of intermediates by washing and drying solid
materials during isolation/separation of solids from liquid.
However, there are some limitations of in situ studies. One

such limitation is that the identification and characterization of
some reactive and intermediate species often require using
advanced solid-state NMR techniques, such as MQMAS,
HETCOR, DQ-SQ, etc. These are 2D NMR methods, and
many of them inherently have low sensitivity and low efficiency
and therefore are time-consuming. Requiring a significant
amount of time to get meaningful spectra presents a problem
for in situ studies as the reactions can proceed significantly
during data acquisition, yielding information averaged during
the acquisition. On the other hand, the present work shows
that if the ex situ studies were performed properly, the results
are consistent with those obtained from the in situ study.
Therefore, the best approach for examining the crystallization
of molecular sieves is the combination of both ex situ and in
situ NMR studies. An ex situ study should be carried out first
as it allows one to identify the possible reactive intermediates
and characterize them with various methods [PXRD, XAS
using synchrotron radiation, vibrational (IR/Raman) spectros-
copy, electron microscopy (SEM and TEM), and solid-state
NMR]. In situ multinuclear MAS NMR will then be used to
confirm and expand the results from the ex situ study and
provide new information that is exclusively from the in situ
study. Combing the ex situ and in situ results will provide a
more clear, more comprehensive, and much less ambiguous
picture of the formation of molecular sieves. The present work
on the formation of AlPO4-11 is a good example of application
of such protocols.
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